
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE  

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

 

TARA BAKER, ) 

3121 SW Ragan Drive ) 

Lee’s Summit, MO 64082 ) Demand for Jury Trial 

  ) 

  ) 

 vs. ) 

  ) Case No.  

STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE ) 

INSURANCE COMPANY  ) 

 Serve Missouri Agent: ) 

 4700 South Providence Road ) 

 Columbia, Missouri 65217-9987 ) COMPLAINT-CLASS ACTION  

  ) 

 Defendant. ) 

 

 

COMPLAINT 

 

COMES NOW Plaintiff, individually, and on behalf of a Class of persons and entities 

who are similarly situated as hereinafter described, and states and alleges as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff Tara Baker is a citizen and resident of the State of Missouri, residing at 

3121 S.W. Ragan Drive, Lee’s Summit, Missouri 64082.    

2. Defendant State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (hereinafter 

referred to as “State Farm”) is an insurance company doing business in the State of Missouri and 

elsewhere as “State Farm.”  State Farm is an Illinois corporation whose principal place of 

business is located at One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, IL 61710. 

 JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court because there is diversity of citizenship 

between plaintiff and defendants, this is a class action and the amount in controversy exceeds 
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$5,000,00.00.  Venue is proper, pursuant 28 U.S.C.A. § 1391(d), because defendant resides, sells 

its insurance products and may be properly sued in the Western District, Central Division.   

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

4. Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of herself and a Class of all other similarly 

situated individuals, corporations, partnerships, associations and other entities who otherwise fit 

within the class definition, set forth more fully in paragraph 5, below, who are and/or were 

during the Class Period defined in paragraph 6, below, insured under an auto policy of insurance 

underwritten by the Defendant and containing the following language, to wit: 

 Nonduplication 

We will not pay any medical expenses or funeral 

expenses under Medical Payments Coverage that 

have already been paid as damages: 

 

  1. under Liability Coverage, Uninsured Motor 

Vehicle Coverage, Underinsured Motor 

Vehicle Coverage of any policy issued by the 

State Farm Companies to you or any resident 

relative; or 
  

2. by or on behalf of a party who is legally 

liable for the insured’s bodily injury. 

 

5. Said Class represented by the putative class representative and nominal Plaintiff 

herein is hereby defined as follows: 

All individual persons, corporations, partnerships, associations and 

other entities insured during the Class Period under an auto 

insurance policy as aforesaid in paragraph 4, above, who incurred 

medical expenses or funeral expenses and who were denied 

coverage for such medical expenses on account of Defendant 

asserting that such expenses have already been paid as damages by 

a party who is legally liable for the insured’s bodily injury where 

proof of another party’s legal liability was not established in a final 

judgment.     
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Excluded  from  the  Class  are those persons who have lawsuits 

pending against, or who have settled their claims against, State 

Farm for the same or similar claims as set forth herein, Members  

of  the Missouri  state judiciary,  Defendant, Defendant’s 

employees, any  entities  in  which either Defendant  has  a  

controlling  interest,  and  the  parents,  subsidiaries,  affiliates,  

and  their  officers  and  directors  of  Defendant  and  the members  

of  their  immediate families. 

 

6. The Class Period is that period of time beginning ten years prior to the 

commencement of this suit to the present.  

7. This action is brought pursuant to Rule 23 of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  

Numerosity – Rule 23(a)(1) 

8. On information and belief, the members of the putative Class are so numerous 

that their individual joinder is impractical.   Although the exact number of putative Class 

members and their addresses are presently unknown to Plaintiff, they are readily ascertainable 

from Defendant’s records.  Class members may readily be notified of the pendency of this action 

by mail, supplemented (if deemed necessary by the Court) by published notice. 

Existence of Common Questions of Law and/or Fact – Rule 23(a)(2) 
 

9. Questions of law and fact exist in common to all members of the Class, including 

without limitation: 

(a) Whether the terms of the form insuring contracts were vague and/or indefinite as 

a matter of law; 

(b) The meaning as a matter of law of the vague and/or indefinite terms in the form 

insuring contracts; 

(c)  Whether the form insuring contracts omitted terms necessary to make the 

meaning of the contracts’ stated terms definite and certain; 
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(d) Whether the insuring agreement is a contract of adhesion; 

(e) The meaning of policy that would be understood by an ordinary person of average 

understanding purchasing the insurance;  

 (f) Whether Defendant’s policy and procedure was to improperly base denial of 

payment of medical expenses and/or funeral expenses without proof that legal 

liability of another had been established in a final judgment; 

(g) Whether there was consideration for the inclusion of the non-duplication 

provision for Missouri policy holders; 

(h) Whether Defendant State Farm’s Company-wide policy of refusing to tender 

medical payments to its insureds was without reasonable cause or excuse; 

(i) Whether the terms “by or on behalf of a party who is legally liable for the 

insured’s bodily injury” (emphasis added) are ambiguous; and 

(j) Whether the terms “by or on behalf of a party who is legally liable for the 

insured’s bodily injury”  (emphasis added) were wrongfully applied by Defendant 

so as to deny coverage to persons who settled their claims for bodily injury 

without a determination of legal liability. 

Typicality – Rule 23(a)(3) 

10. Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of the Class because, among other 

things, Plaintiff’s theories of action as hereinafter set forth are the same as the theories of action 

would be for the Class Members were they to individually pursue their rights and remedies as 

against the Defendant. 

Adequacy of Representation – Rule 23(a)(4) 
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11. Plaintiff Tara Baker is an adequate representative of the Class because her 

interests do not conflict with the interests of the members of the Class she seeks to 

represent.  Further, Plaintiff has retained legal counsel competent and experienced in complex 

and class action litigation.  Plaintiff and her attorneys intend to prosecute this action vigorously 

and the interests of the members of the Class will be fairly and adequately protected by Plaintiff 

and her counsel. 

Risk of Inconsistent and/or Varying Adjudications – Rule 23(b)(1) 

12. The prosecution of separate actions by one or more individual members of the 

Class would create a risk of incompatible standards of conduct for the Defendant in that the 

interpretation of the meaning and effect of the aforesaid form contract language might vary from 

one action to another. 

13. The prosecution of separate actions by one or more individual members of the 

Class requiring interpretation of the vague, ambiguous, and/or indefinite terms of the form 

insuring contracts would create a risk of adjudications by individual members of the class which 

would as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of the other members of the Class who 

are not parties to those separate adjudications. 

14. The prosecution of separate actions by one or more individual members of the 

Class requiring interpretation of the vague, ambiguous, and/or indefinite insuring contracts 

would create a risk of adjudications by individual members of the class which would as a 

practical matter impair or impede the ability of the absent Class Members to protect their 

interests. 
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15. The amounts in controversy on individual claims are so small as to disable 

individual Class Members from proceeding with their claims on their own since the costs of such 

individual lawsuits, including the retention of expert witnesses, the conduct of written discovery, 

the receipt and review of documents, and the taking of depositions in other jurisdictions, are 

likely to exceed the amounts of individual recoveries and therefore be prohibitive. 

The Need For Final Injunctive and/or Declaratory Relief – Rule 23(b)(2) 

16. The Defendant has acted and/or refused to act, as alleged hereinafter, inter alia, on 

grounds founded upon its own interpretation of the aforesaid form contract provisions, which 

interpretations constitute grounds for their acts and inactions generally applicable to the Class.   

17. Plaintiff seeks final injunctive relief in the form of a prohibition upon the 

Defendant’s denial of payment of medical expenses and/or funeral expenses without proof that 

legal liability of another had been established in a final judgment. 

18. Plaintiff seeks declaratory relief in the form of a declaratory interpretation of the 

Nonduplication clause set forth in paragraph 4, above. 

Common Questions of Law and/or Fact Predominate  – Rule 23(b)(3) 

19. The common questions of law and fact set forth in paragraph 9, above, 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual members of the Class and the 

resolution of those common questions is central to this litigation and would be central to any 

adjudication of a separate action by an individual Class Member. 

Superiority – Rule 23(b)(3) 

20. A class action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy, and no unusual difficulties are likely to be encountered in the 
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management of this class action.   Not only does the class action device present far fewer 

management difficulties than innumerable individual actions pending in multiple state and 

federal forums, it also provides the benefits of a single adjudication, economies of scale and 

comprehensive supervision by a single court. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

21. The Plaintiff and Class members each entered into an insurance contract with the 

Defendant.  These contracts were each drafted by and/or for the Defendant State Farm following 

a standard form.  

22. The Contracts purported to provide automobile collision and comprehensive 

insurance coverage, including Medical Payments Coverage.   

23. The “Nonduplication” provision of the “Medical Payments Coverage” section of 

the policy provides that Defendant State Farm will not pay medical or funeral expenses that have 

already been paid as damages by or on behalf of a party who is legally liable for the insured’s 

bodily injury.  

24. Plaintiff and Class members each incurred medical and/or funeral expenses that 

were paid in whole or in part by a third party payor (“payor”) for whom legal liability was not 

established and for which payment was not made as “damages.” 

25. Nevertheless, on information and belief, Defendant systematically denied Medical 

Payments Coverage to those insureds who incurred medical expenses and/or funeral expenses, 

and who received from a third party an amount equal to some or all of said expenses, because the 

expenses had already been paid, even though the legal liability of the payor had not been 

established in a final judgment or otherwise and even though the amount paid by the payor was 
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not paid as damages.  By doing this, Defendant has denied coverage which it agreed to provide 

and for which a premium was paid.   

26. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s denial of coverage as aforesaid, 

Plaintiff and the other members of the Class paid for insurance which was not provided and/or 

which defendant does not intend to provide.    

COUNT I 

BREACH OF CONTRACT 

(Class Claim) 

 

27. Plaintiff Tara Baker, individually and on behalf of the Class Members hereby, 

incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 26, above, as though fully set forth herein. 

28. Defendant breached the terms of its insuring contracts with Plaintiff Tara Baker 

and the Class Members. 

29. Prior to December 31, 2012, Plaintiff purchased an Automobile Insurance Policy 

from Defendant and was an insured by the Defendant on December 31, 2012.   

30. On December 31, 2012, Plaintiff Tara Baker as well as her husband, Anson Baker 

and their children, Addison and Tate Baker, were involved in an automobile accident and, as a 

result, incurred medical expenses in excess of $25,000.00.   

31. On or about March 13, 2013, Plaintiff received a payment from Allied Property & 

Casualty Insurance Company, a third party payor who insured the driver of a second vehicle 

involved in the accident.  The payment Allied Property & Casualty Insurance Company was 

made to Plaintiffs in exchange for a full release of liability.  Allied Property & Casualty 

Insurance Company and its insured expressly denied any legal liability whatsoever on account of 

any “damages” the Plaintiffs and/or their children claimed to have sustained as a result of the 
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accident.  No legal liability for damages was ever admitted by any party nor found by any court 

of competent jurisdiction. 

32. Accordingly, the “legal liability” of Allied Property & Casualty Insurance 

Company was never established and the amount paid to Plaintiffs was not paid as “damages”. 

33. Still, rather than pay Plaintiff the amount of medical expenses as agreed to in the 

Policy, Defendant State Farm denied coverage on account of Plaintiff having received payment 

from Allied Property & Casualty Insurance Company. 

34. Because the Nonduplication clause in the policy applies only when medical or 

funeral expenses have been paid as damages by or on behalf of a party who is legally liable for 

the insured’s bodily injury, Defendant’s refusal to pay medical and/or funeral expenses violates 

the terms of the contract. 

35. Because such terms as were included in the Nonduplication clause were selected 

for use in the form contract created by or on behalf of the Defendant, by operation of law the 

terms should be construed in the way most favorable to Plaintiffs and Class members who were 

not responsible for drafting the adhesive insuring contract form, to wit: as requiring State Farm 

to pay medical and funeral expenses, subject to the limits shown on the Declarations Page, unless 

“damages” have been paid by or on behalf of a party who is found legally liable for the insured’s 

bodily injury as established in a final judgment.   

36. Rather than apply the clear and unambiguous meaning favorable to Plaintiff and 

Class Members, the Defendant applies an unstated meaning, which was either unascertainable by 

Plaintiff and Class Members at the time their contracts were entered into or which was contrary 

to the plain meaning of the language used by the Defendant. 
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37. Defendant thereby breached its contract with Plaintiff and other Members of the 

Class who have sustained medical and/or funeral expenses and who have not been paid damages 

by a party adjudged legally liable for said expenses.  

38. As a direct and proximate result of said breach of contract, Plaintiff and the other 

Members of the Class were damaged. 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Tara Baker, individually, and as representatives of the other 

Members of the putative Class, prays judgment on Count I of this Class Action Complaint for 

actual damages, the costs of this litigation, and such further relief as the Court may deem proper 

and just, including without limitation, the equitable relief set forth in paragraphs 17 and 18, 

above. 

COUNT II 

VEXATIOUS REFUSAL TO PAY  

(Individual Claim) 

 

39. Plaintiff, individually, incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 38, above, 

as though fully set forth herein. 

40. Due demand had been made on the defendant by the Plaintiff to pay the amount 

of medical expenses covered by the Medical Payments Coverage provisions of the policy. The 

Defendant has wrongfully refused to pay. 

41. This failure and/or refusal to make payment to Plaintiff, and/or the delay to make 

payment pursuant to the provisions of the policy is vexatious in nature so as to justify and cause 

an award of additional amounts to the Plaintiff for the delay and refusal and for the attorney's 

fees related to this action pursuant to the provisions of V.A.M.S. § 375.296 and V.A.M.S. § 

375.420. 
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 WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff,  individually, prays for judgment on Count II against State 

Farm for damages in an amount that is fair and reasonable, and prays judgment for interest 

thereon at the legal rate from the date of demand for payment, and prays judgment for an 

additional sum for defendant's vexatious refusal to make payment following demand for 

payment, and prays judgment for attorney's fees, and prays judgment for the costs expended 

herein, and prays for such other and further relief as to the court may seem just and proper. 

       

      Respectfully submitted, 

     

 KAPKE & WILLERTH, L.L.C. 

       

      /s/ George E. Kapke Jr.                                    

      George E. Kapke Jr.  MO Bar #52114 

      Erin D. Lawrence   MO Bar #63021 

3304 NE Ralph Powell Road 

      Lee’s Summit, MO 64064 

      Telephone: (816) 461-3800 

      Facsimile:  (816) 254-8014 
 

      And  

 

      THE KLAMANN LAW FIRM  

      John M. Klamann, Esq.  

      Andrew Schermerhorn, Esq.  

      929 Walnut Street, Suite 800  

      Kansas City, Missouri 64106 

      jklamann@klamannlaw.com 
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